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Whirring
The Joy Formidable

I heard this great song a couple of days ago and really liked it. 
But I couldn t find any tabs/chords so i tabbed it myself. It s not the real
deal,
like they play it, but it s fun to play along on acoustic. Hope you guys 
like it.

Intro:

E5 A5 C#5 F#5   x 4

Verse:

E5           A5     C#5 F#5
   This much delight
E5          A5          C#5
   Fills columns to new heights
E5                   A5             C#5 F#5
All these things about me you never can tell
E5       A5      C#5 F#5
   Colors burn bright
E5           A5          C#5
   They burn pictures so bright
E5                    A5            C#5 F#5
All these things about me you never can tell
E5
Make me sleep so badly visible friend

Chorus:

	 E5         F#5 
Turn the dial on my words
          C#5       A5
I can feel them fall short
         C#5         E5           F#5
Turn the dial try my love, try my love
	   C#5         A5
Watch these hands, move along
	 C#5 
Turn the dial on my words

E5 F#5 _ E5 F#5 _ C#5 A5



E5 F#5 _ E5 F#5 _ C#5 A5
	 Love can t stay here (I can see you standing here)?

E5 E5

Verse: (first two lines only bass)

E5             A5      C#5 F#5
    These steps shadow
E5             A5          C#5
    Life s will gone shallow
E5                   A5             C#5 F#5
All these things about me you never can tell
E5
Make me sleep so badly visible friend
E5               F#5   C#5         A5
Make me sleep so badly visible friend
C#5              F#5   C#5         A5
Make me sleep so badly visible friend

	 E5         F#5 
Turn the dial on my words
          C#5       A5
I can feel them fall short
         C#5         E5           F#5
Turn the dial shine the light, shine the light
	   C#5         A5
Watch these hands move apart
	 C#5 
Turn the dial on my words

E5 F#5 _ E5 F#5 _ C#5 A5

E5 F#5 _ E5 F#5 _ C#5 A5
	 Love can t stay here (I can see you standing here)?

______________________________________

E5  x799xx
A5  577xxx or x022xx
C#5 x466xx
F#5 244xxx


